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Abstract 

Currently, companies seek to find methods to analyze their customer behaviors and profiles. From this, a 

case study was carried out in a drugstore, in which the data mining technique and the Apriori algorithm 

were applied, for a better understanding. of your sales. First, a bibliographic survey on data mining and its 

tasks was carried out. Soon the sales made and their respective products were examined. Finally, 

marketing standards were presented according to the data analyzed, in order to assist the organizational 

management and marketing of the examined company. 
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1. 1. INTRODUCTION  

Organizational management is one of the pillars for the evolution of a company, as it is related to planning, 

indicators, goals and organizations, carrying out strategies to obtain positive returns for the institution. 

One of the aspects that evolve the management of organizations is the growth of technology, it is easier to 

assist in this administration, making new discoveries in a large amount of data in a short period of time 

producing content and reports with advantageous data for the business for decision making. 

Therefore, to improve these aspects within an organization, the information technology sectors use the data 

mining technique (Data Mining), which consists of a study to create standards and relate variables in a 
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database. Companies that use this method will be ahead of competitors, as it is a differential that has the 

purpose of forecasting trends, improving the marketing of products according to the customer's profiles. 

However, this mining is composed by algorithms, one of which is Apriori, which works with association 

rules based on correlations of elements in a database, with the intention of generating patterns, according 

to the verification of the acquisition of frequent products of the company.  

According to the aforementioned facts, there are some institutions that still cannot understand their 

commercial plan, putting together a strategic scheme to increase their profits and with the help of 

technological resources can improve their rate of outflow of items offered to the consumer. 

Therefore, in this work, it aims to assist decisions based on patterns discovered about products and sales 

according to a case study of a drugstore, verifying trends in monthly purchases, in order to contribute to 

the management of the company as in investments, administration marketing and identification of the most 

commercialized products with groupings of the items sold. 

 

2. Bibliographic reference  

In order to obtain data mining standards using the knowledge discovery method in the database, queries 

were used with all sales items using the Apriori algorithm and another with groups of product categories. 

We use (KDD), a non-trivial technique, in which it detects patterns that are relevant, true and current 

through data analysis with iterative performance because the result of the tasks depends on each other and 

it is interactive because the activities can be repeated. In which they are composed of several stages: 

 

 

Figure 1- KDD process 

Source: Fayyad et al, 1996.   

 

As shown in Figure 1, the first step is the selection consisting of data that will be used in the analysis, which 

can be set or subsets of data and have different formats, such as structured, unstructured and semi-structured. 

Where data on the sale item, product and product group tables was selected. 

Second, it is the pre-processing, in which the format to be followed will be molded to guarantee the correct 

delivery, checking the inconsistencies and anomalies that may occur during the process, thus avoiding 

duplication of data. Where data divergent from the reality of the environment have been eliminated. 

Third, Transformation, which techniques are used to improve analysis such as normalization, aggregations, 

checking if there is a need for new attributes. 

http://www.ijier.net/
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Fourth, Data Mining was performed by the WEKA tool, which uses standard algorithms, with significant 

findings from the data analyzed. The main steps of this process, is the identification of the problem, 

verifying the goals that must be met, according to decrease data that are not relevant to the case studied, 

third is to remove insignificant points for the first stage, being necessary to create parameters to verify the 

usefulness of the information, fourth, would be cleaning as duplicate or erroneous data. Mining tasks are 

divided in two that aim to specify what will be sought for information, the predictive ones in which the 

value (dependent or target) of a data based on other values (independent) will be assumed and the 

descriptive ones which is the pattern analysis, in which checks the relationship of the data. 

Therefore, to make data discovery, association rules are used, in this technique, items that are correlated 

are listed, thus forming a subset of data, such as examining customers who purchased an “X” product, but 

that there is also a probability of being sold together, the product “Y” from the number of times of 

transactions. in which it has two parameters: The support is calculated through the ratio between the number 

of records with a given antecedent to the total number of records (SANTOS, 2004). 

 

Is is the support index 

Ra is the number of records with antecedents; e 

Tr is the total number of records 

 

And the confidence that is calculated through the ratio between the number of records with a given 

antecedent and consequent by the total number of records with the respective consequent. (SANTOS, 2004) 

 

Ic is the reliability index; 

Rac is the number of records with antecedent and consequent; 

and Ra is the number of records with antecedents 

 

And the last phase of this process is the evaluation, a step that is verified if the analysis has valid results 

for the problem studied, explaining to the person in charge of the business that will make decisions based 

on the fruits exposed by the WEKA tool, a free software, which consists of a grouping of algorithms to 

perform data mining, connecting to a Database Management System through another program, such as the 

Workbench, offering the production, execution and optimization of queries in SQL language. 

 

3. Materials and methods 

Through a questioning about the commercial plan of companies, we applied the methodology of a case 

study of a drugstore in the month of February 2021, producing a large number of significant variables 
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relevant to a phenomenon, in order to develop knowledge about marketing, using stages the KDD process, 

such as pre-processing, in which the drugstore base was analyzed, verifying the following tables, customer, 

product, sale, item sale and product group with approximately fifty thousand sales and one hundred 

thousand items of sale, carried out by the institution, using the Workbench tool, which manages the Mysql 

database. 

Another step of this process is Data Mining and for its execution, the database was connected to a program 

that groups algorithms for data mining, generating graphs and discoveries of easy patterns, called Weka, 

being necessary the use of queries , in order to obtain the tendencies of the enterprise, having algorithms, 

however the most suitable for our study is the a priori algorithm, which contains value of the transactions, 

the percentage and the confidence as a parameter. 

After making this connection, the product associations were first analyzed according to the drugstore's 

database, as shown in the following image:  

                                                

 

Figure 2- Associations of some database attributes 

Source: Own authorship, (2021). 

                          

Figure 2 shows the transactions that were carried out during the establishment's purchases, with their 

respective products, soon we were able to carry out a study on the rules of associations and generate 

standards that assist in decision making aiming to improve commercial performance. 

Therefore, we created an SQL, as expressed below, with the objective of improving marketing, according 

to sales transactions, such as, for example, checking the best-selling items. 

 

SQL01: Bestsellers itemSELECT 

IF(max(CASE WHEN itvprocodigo = 2 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)=1,'SIM','NAO')AS  Álcool_emgel, 

IF(max(CASE WHEN itvprocodigo = 5 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)=1,'SIM','NAO')AS VitaminaC, 

IF(max(CASE WHEN itvprocodigo = 9 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)=1,'SIM','NAO')AS Kit_máscara 

FROM itemvenda 

http://www.ijier.net/
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According to SQL01, we selected the products that had the most outlets during the month analyzed from 

the item-sale table. And from the best sellers, we also run a query to check products that have a low level 

of sales for other items in the drugstore. 

 

SQL02: Items with low sales index 

SELECT 

IF(max(CASE WHEN itvprocodigo = 14 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)=1,'SIM','NAO')AS Sabonete, 

IF(max(CASE WHEN itvprocodigo = 23 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)=1,'SIM','NAO')AS Refrigerante, 

IF(max(CASE WHEN itvprocodigo = 20 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)=1,'SIM','NAO')AS Coqueteleira 

 FROM itemvenda 

 

In the SQL02 presented, we selected the items that contain low sales rates from the item-sale table. And 

the third element analyzed, are associations of a product referring to other objects, how many exits were 

made according to the grouping of frequent combinations, to perform this comparison , the following query 

was done: 

 

SQL03: Product standards 

SELECT 

IF(max(CASE WHEN itvprocodigo =   2  THEN  1 ELSE 0 END)=1,'SIM','NAO') 

AS Alcool_emgel_Giovana_Baby_02, 

IF(max(CASE WHEN itvprocodigo = 1 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)=1,'SIM','NAO') 

AS Dipirona_500mg_01, 

IF(max(CASE WHEN itvprocodigo = 10 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)=1,'SIM','NAO') 

AS dvd_10, 

IF(max(CASE WHEN itvprocodigo = 3 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)=1,'SIM','NAO') 

as Protetor_Solar_Vichy_03, 

IF(max(CASE WHEN itvprocodigo = 9 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)=1,'SIM','NAO') 

AS Kit_de_máscara_facil_09, 

IF(max(CASE  WHEN  itvprocodigo  =8  THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)=1,'SIM','NAO') 

AS Perfume_Alfazema_08, 

IF(max(CASE WHEN itvprocodigo =4 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)=1,'SIM','NAO') 

AS Fralda_Huggies_M_04, 

IF(max(CASE WHEN itvprocodigo = 5 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)=1,'SIM','NAO') 

AS Vitamina_C_05, 

IF(max(CASE WHEN itvprocodigo = 13 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)=1,'SIM','NAO') 

AS Epocler_13, 

IF(max(CASE WHEN itvprocodigo = 15 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)=1,'SIM','NAO') 

AS Umidificador_de_ar_15 FROM itemvenda 

where  itvprocodigo in (2,1,10,3,9,8,4,5,13,15) 

GROUP BY itvvencodigo 
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In SQL03 above, we checked which patterns will emerge from the registered products according to the 

item sale table in the database, which are sold more frequently from the item groupings. And to improve 

the organization of the products, the following query was created: 

 

SQL04: Product categories 

 

SELECT 

MAX(CASE WHEN grupoproduto.grpcodigo=1 THEN 'SIM' ELSE 'NAO' END) AS 

MEDICAMENTO_01 , 

MAX(CASE WHEN grupoproduto.grpcodigo=2 THEN 'SIM' ELSE 'NAO' END) AS 

HIGIENE_02 ,MAX(CASE WHEN grupoproduto.grpcodigo=3 THEN 'SIM' ELSE 'NAO' END) AS 

HHOSPITALAR_03 , 

MAX(CASE WHEN grupoproduto.grpcodigo=4 THEN 'SIM' ELSE 'NAO' END) AS COVINIENCIA_04 

FROM produto,itemvenda,grupoproduto WHERE 

itemvenda.itvprocodigo=produto.prodcodigo and   prodgrpcodigo=grupoproduto.grpcodigo  

GROUP BY itvvencodigo 

And finally,  the SQL04 mentioned, performs an analysis to separate the products into categories, from 

the product table, sale item and product group in order to obtain trends from the grouped elements . 

 

4. Results and discussions 

As previously mentioned, the analysis was carried out on a drugstore basis with the objective of ascertaining 

some standards that may be relevant to the institution, assisting the team responsible for the layout of the 

items, in which it will be essential to change the places of these products, placing them close and visible to 

customers. 

So, tests were developed that obtained satisfactory results, in which the company's administrators could 

have a notion of their sales flow, such as, for example, the products that had more outlets in February 2021. 

 

 

Figure 3: Best selling products on display at Weka 

Source: Own authorship, (2021). 

 

In figure 3, the three items that were most sold were presented, which are Gel alcohol, Vitamin C and Mask 

kit according to the analyzed data, from that the stock must be checked so that they always contain these 

products available for sale. sale. However, an analysis was also made of products that have a low output 

rate. 

 

http://www.ijier.net/
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Figure 4: Less sold products exposed on Weka 

Source: Own authorship, (2021). 

 

Therefore, those products that were less sold according to Figure 4, which are soft drinks, soap and cocktail 

shakers, should be placed in more strategic places in view of customers, so that the percentage of sales will 

increase more and more. 

There were also some queries that showed results that helped in the analysis of the sales items, for example, 

we analyzed the products and one of them is Dipirona. 

 

 

Figure 5: Sales on the product Dipirona exposed in Weka 

Source: Own authorship, (2021). 

 

As shown in figure 3, 3507 sales containing Dipirona were presented and 38606 did not have this item in 

the product outlets, from the analysis, it was observed that there was little sale, in which a planning must 

be made to increase the outflow of this product. product, such as a promotion. After this verification, we 

use the Apriori Algorithm to generate patterns: 

 

1. Kit_de_máscara_facil_09=NAO Fralda_Huggies_M_04=SIM Epocler_13=NAO 

Umidificador_de_ar_15=NAO 2845 ==> Alcool_emgel_Giovana_Baby_02=NAO 2690    

<conf:(0.95)> lift:(1.09) lev:(0.01) [227] conv:(2.45) 

 2. dvd_10=NAO Fralda_Huggies_M_04=SIM Epocler_13=NAO Umidificador_de_ar_15=NAO 2849 

==> Alcool_emgel_Giovana_Baby_02=NAO 2690    <conf:(0.94)> lift:(1.09) lev:(0.01) [224] 

conv:(2.4) 

3. Perfume_Alfazema_08=NAO Fralda_Huggies_M_04=SIM Epocler_13=NAO 

Umidificador_de_ar_15=NAO 2850 ==> Alcool_emgel_Giovana_Baby_02=NAO 2690 <conf:(0.94)> 

lift:(1.09) lev:(0.01) [223] conv:(2.38) 

4. Alcool_emgel_Giovana_Baby_02=SIM Kit_de_máscara_facil_09=NAO Epocler_13=NAO 
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Umidificador_de_ar_15=NAO 2753 ==> Fralda_Huggies_M_04=NAO 2598 <conf:(0.94)> lift:(1.09) 

lev:(0.01) [218] conv:(2.39) 

5. Fralda_Huggies_M_04=SIM Epocler_13=NAO Umidificador_de_ar_15=NAO 3053 ==> 

Alcool_emgel_Giovana_Baby_02=NAO 2881    <conf:(0.94)> lift:(1.09) 

 

According to the standards generated above, there are some standards, as if there are no sales containing 

products, such as item 1, which does not include the Mask Kit, Epocler and Air Humidifier, in one sale, 

there are 95% of Huggies Diapers being sold. To improve the output of these items, administrators must 

improve their planogram, improving promotions at strategic points. 

In another experiment, we selected the product category groups, helping the customer to choose items from 

his purchase, a clearer way to visualize the products, not leaving him disoriented and needing help, such as 

the need to ask someone employee, the location of a particular object. And for this procedure, in knowing 

new patterns, we use the Apriori algorithm: 

 

1. MEDICAMENTO_01=NAO HIGIENE_02=NAO HHOSPITALAR_03=NAO 12974 ==> 

COVINIENCIA_04=SIM 12974    <conf:(1)> lift:(1.37) lev:(0.08) [3535] conv:(3535.17) 

2. MEDICAMENTO_01=NAO HHOSPITALAR_03=NAO 16201 ==> COVINIENCIA_04=SIM 14875    

<conf:(0.92)> lift:(1.26) lev:(0.07) [3088] conv:(3.33) 

 

For a better view of the customer, the products must be separated by categories according to the standard 

generated above, some standards were verified in which, if there is no purchase of medicine, then there is 

no hygiene or hospital sales, but it contains convenience products with 100% of trust. Another example is 

that if it does not contain medicines and hospital supplies, then there is convenience item output with 92% 

reliability. And some changes were also made to the settings to analyze the result. 

http://www.ijier.net/
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Figure 6: Configuration changes in product category defaults displayed on Weka 

Source: Own authorship, (2021). 

 

After executing the changes in the lower limit of the support for 0.5 and upper for 0.1, there was no pattern 

found according to the frequency of the data, in which there is confidence greater than 90% and support of 

50%, according to analysis of 42113 instances.  

Anyway, according to the analyzed data, the transactions that were carried out during purchases of the 

establishment, with their respective products, were soon able to carry out a study on the rules of associations 

and generate standards that assist in decision making, aiming to improve performance company commercial. 

 

5. Conclusion  

Commercial marketing aims to please the customer, assisting in their choices, promoting better services or 

products, encompassing a set of techniques to increase the company's economic performance. 

Due to the aforementioned facts, to help in commercialization, in which there is a deficit in commercial 

marketing, one must invest in qualified professionals. And with the support of technology, in which it has 

several techniques to assist commercial performance, in which data mining was applied and the Apriori 

algorithm was used to analyze the profiles of customers and sales, in which patterns of agreements with 

the products were generated and sales item and product groups, also intensifying the grouping of items by 

categories through a better way to expose products at points of sale, improving the space of the drugstore 

and enhancing stock management. 

From the SQL queries presented, in which it was observed satisfactory results for the company, assisting 

in decision making, in which the most sold products were verified, which are Alcohol gel, Vitamin C and 
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Mask kit, therefore to improve it sales logistics, more orders must be placed with suppliers to increase the 

volume in storage. And the least sold products are soft drinks, soap and cocktail shakers, according to the 

data collected, these should be placed at more strategic points to force more exits as well as the products 

that are sold grouped. According to Faria, Andrade and Facó (2017, p2) a well-known and discussed 

example is a case of Walmart in the United States, which used data mining tools in its sales and observed 

a great correlation between the sale of diapers and beer. 

Finally, as a probable future work, it is possible to indicate the most detailed analysis of all days of the 

week, checking the items that leave daily, to create strategies such as promotions according to the 

customer's shopping trend, with the purpose of leverage sales 
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